Inherited genetic susceptibility to breast cancer.
Inherited genetic susceptibility to breast cancer can be due both to genes which confer a high degree of risk and to polygenes which have a smaller effect on disease risk. An estimated 5-10% of breast cancer is considered to be due to mutations in genes conferring high risk which results in hereditary patterns of disease. Two major breast cancer susceptibility genes, BRCA1 and BRCA2, which were identified using linkage analysis in large extended breast and/or ovarian cancer pedigrees, are estimated to account for the majority of large families with breast/ovarian cancer predisposition and about two-thirds of large breast cancer families. The associated lifetime risk for breast cancer in mutation carriers ranges from 40% to 90%, depending on the extent of family history and the population. Other genetic factors, such as HRAS or CAG repeats of AR, as well as reproductive and hormonal factors may therefore modify cancer risk. Women at particularly high risk of developing breast cancer represent a group in whom expensive and rigorous screening programmes are cost-effective and who may benefit from trials of chemoprevention. There are only preliminary data on the efficacy of increased surveillance and on risk reduction due to prophylactic surgery. However, for chemoprevention to be equivalent to prophylactic mastectomy, it will be necessary to strive for an equivalent reduction. The efficacy of chemoprevention in this high-risk population is unknown. Existing and new agents for chemoprevention need to be carefully assessed in properly designed clinical trials among such women. In the process, other factors modifying the penetrance in mutation carriers need to be taken into account in order to evaluate the true effect of the chemopreventive agents. Polygenes confer much lower levels of risk and may be relevant for risk assessment when the effects of multiple loci, possibly in conjunction with environmental factors, are understood and quantified. At present, it seems unlikely that the genetic information at single polygenes will be clinically relevant for risk assessment and management.